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The Templeton Twins Have an Idea
Book One
Chronicle Books This special edition of The Templeton Twins Have an Idea: Book One also includes a sneak preview of The Templeton
Twins Make a Scene: Book Two and a Q&A with the author. Suppose there were 12-year-old twins, a boy and girl named John and
Abigail Templeton. Let's say John was pragmatic and played the drums, and Abigail was theoretical and solved cryptic crosswords.
Now suppose their father was a brilliant, if sometimes confused, inventor. And suppose that another set of twins—adults—named
Dean D. Dean and Dan D. Dean, kidnapped the Templeton twins and their ridiculous dog in order to get their father to turn over one of
his genius (sort of) inventions. Yes, I said kidnapped. Wouldn't it be fun to read about that? Oh please. It would so. Luckily for you, this
is just the ﬁrst in a series perfect for boys and girls who are smart, clever, and funny (just like the twins), and enjoy reading
adventurous stories (who doesn't?!).
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The Templeton Twins Have an Idea
Book One
Chronicle Books Abigail and John, the Templeton twins, and their dog Cassie, foil a pair of inept kidnappers intent on stealing one of
their father's newest inventions.

The Templeton Twins Have an Idea
Chronicle Books Abigail and John, the Templeton twins, and their dog Cassie, foil a pair of inept kidnappers intent on stealing one of
their father's newest inventions.

The Templeton Twins Make a Scene
Book Two
Chronicle Books With its kid-perfect humor and dynamic illustrations, Book 1 of the hilarious Templeton Twins series left young
readers clamoring for more. This time, Abigail and John Templeton ﬁnd themselves at TAPAS (the Thespian Academy of the Performing
Arts and Sciences) where their father, the illustrious Professor Templeton, has been hired to invent a groundbreaking theatrical
device. Once again, there is drama (of course!), silliness, and suspense, as the twins (and their ridiculous dog) must thwart the
dastardly Dean brothers in order to save the invention as well as their father (and the dog). Oh yes, there is sure to be another recipe.
This time for guacamole. Or is it coleslaw?

Hunter Moran Digs Deep
Holiday House Hunter, his twin brother, Zack, and neighborhood pest Sarah Yulefsky are about to be rich. All they have to do is ﬁnd
the hidden hoard of town founder, Lester Dinwitty. It shouldn’t be a problem, because they have clues. Shovels in hand, the gang sets
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to work tearing up their town and getting into some tight spots, including Dr. Diglio's dreaded dentist's chair. In a novel that is both
humorous and heartwarming, the twins may leave a trail of havoc behind them, but they also make some leaps forward as they
discover the true meaning of family unity.

How to Raise a Jewish Dog
Little, Brown Questions to Ask a Breeder: 1. What kind of job is this, growing dogs? 2. Are these dogs nice? I mean of course they are.
But if not, is this refundable? 3. Is this a stable business? Do you make a decent living? 4. Does the insurance kill you or is it okay? 5.
Dogs are animals, does this mean you qualify for some kind of Federal ranch subsidies? 6. What do I say to people who want to know
how I can spend $1500 and up on a dog when there are so many dogs to be rescued from the pound? The (make-believe) Rabbis of
the (ﬁctional) Boca Raton Theological Seminary have developed the essential dog training program for raising a Jewish dog. For the
ﬁrst time, the same dynamic blend of passive-aggressiveness and smothering indulgence, that unique alloy of infantilization and
disingenuous manipulation that created generations of high-achieving Jewish boys and girls, can be applied to create a generation of
high-achieving Jewish doggies. Written (for real) by Ellis Weiner and Barbara Davilman, co-authors of the bestselling Yiddish with Dick
and Jane and Yiddish with George and Laura, this essential "guide" is sure to be a complete howl.

#19 Mallory and Mary Ann Take New York
Darby Creek START SPREADING THE NEWS . . . Mallory and Mary Ann are headed to New York. They've got sights to see! The Empire
State Building. The Statue of Liberty. Times Square. Central Park. But they also have a problem to solve. Only one of them is invited to
appear on their favorite TV show, Fashion Fran. How can two best friends ﬁnd a way to share a spotlight with room for only one?

The Templeton Twins Have an Idea
The Puppet Master's Revenge
Capstone Scarface and his henchmen have stolen a priceless marionette doll, but are tracked down by Batman, who has a secret
informant on the gang's whereabouts.
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Fin M'Coul, the Giant of Knockmany Hill
Open Road Media An ALA Notable Children’s Book Fin’s wife saves him from the most feared giant in Ireland. This ﬁxed-layout ebook,
which preserves the design and layout of the original print book, features read-along narration by the author.

Runaway Twin
Puﬃn Thirteen-year-old Sunny, accompanied by a stray dog, takes advantage of a windfall to travel from her Nebraska foster home to
Enumclaw, Washington, to ﬁnd the twin sister from whom she was separated at age three.

Lost on the Titanic (Out of Time Book 1)
Out of Time Allie and Vic Taylor are just regular kids who help out in their parents' antique shop. Until one day, when they ﬁnd they
can travel through time! From Epic! Originals, Out of Time is a middle-grade chapter book series about time-traveling kids who explore
important moments in history! When Allie, Vic, and their friend, Max, are mysteriously sent back in time to the Titanic, they have to
ﬁnd a way to save their parents' shop, save their futures, and get oﬀ the ship before it sinks! Join them as they explore the Titanic in
its prime and attempt to ﬁnd their way back to the present! After the adventure, readers can ﬂip to the back of the book to learn
interesting facts about antique stores as well as the Titanic and its passengers!

Diary of a Taekwondo Master
Allen & Unwin Marcus is a Maths whiz who is not good at sport. His dad is a self-help author who thinks Marcus can achieve anything
he sets his mind to.with hilarious results. In illustrated diary format, Marcus's gentle, satiric humour and comic drawings will have
readers laughing out loud while learning a surprising amount about taekwondo.

The Templeton Twins Have an Idea: Book
Perfection Learning Abigail and John, the Templeton twins, and their dog Cassie, foil a pair of inept kidnappers intent on stealing one
of their father's newest inventions. Illustrations.
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The Bargain
Julia Templeton Saxon beauty Aleysia Cawdor is willing to do anything to protect her dear twin brother during a conquest that could
strip her of her everything. Her last resort is to enter into a sensual bargain with her worst enemy, and submit to his brutish ways.
Love-starved Norman knight Renaud de Wulf is eager to again feel the touch of ﬂesh. He’s going to take what’s coming to him—the
vulnerable woman who’s been waiting to fulﬁll her obligation in the most intimate way imaginable. Body and soul. Never would de
Wulf guess the true motives for Aleysia’s submission-or where their heated nights would take them.

Intensity
A Novel
Bantam #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • This ebook edition contains a special preview of Dean Koontz’s The Silent Corner. Past
midnight, Chyna Shepard, twenty-six, gazes out a moonlit window, unable to sleep on her ﬁrst night in the Napa Valley home of her
best friend’s family. Instinct proves reliable. A murderous sociopath, Edgler Foreman Vess, has entered the house, intent on killing
everyone inside. A self-proclaimed “homicidal adventurer,” Vess lives only to satisfy all appetites as they arise, to immerse himself in
sensation, to live without fear, remorse, or limits, to live with intensity. Chyna is trapped in his deadly orbit. Chyna is a survivor,
toughened by a lifelong struggle for safety and self-respect. Now she will be tested as never before. At ﬁrst her sole aim is to get out
alive—until, by chance, she learns the identity of Vess’s next intended victim, a faraway innocent only she can save. Driven by a
newly discovered thirst for meaning beyond mere self-preservation, Chyna musters every inner resource she has to save an
endangered girl . . . as moment by moment, the terrifying threat of Edgler Foreman Vess intensiﬁes.

Neuroscience, Psychology, and Religion
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Illusions, Delusions, and Realities about Human Nature
Templeton Foundation Press Neuroscience, Psychology, and Religion is the second title published in the new Templeton Science and
Religion Series. In this volume, Malcolm Jeeves and Warren S. Brown provide an overview of the relationship between neuroscience,
psychology, and religion that is academically sophisticated, yet accessible to the general reader. The authors introduce key terms;
thoroughly chart the histories of both neuroscience and psychology, with a particular focus on how these disciplines have interfaced
religion through the ages; and explore contemporary approaches to both ﬁelds, reviewing how current science/religion controversies
are playing out today. Throughout, they cover issues like consciousness, morality, concepts of the soul, and theories of mind. Their
examination of topics like brain imaging research, evolutionary psychology, and primate studies show how recent advances in these
areas can blend harmoniously with religious belief, since they oﬀer much to our understanding of humanity's place in the world.
Jeeves and Brown conclude their comprehensive and inclusive survey by providing an interdisciplinary model for shaping the ongoing
dialogue. Sure to be of interest to both academics and curious intellectuals, Neuroscience, Psychology, and Religion addresses
important age-old questions and demonstrates how modern scientiﬁc techniques can provide a much more nuanced range of potential
answers to those questions.

Rosie Revere, Engineer
Abrams New York Times Bestseller Rosie may seem quiet during the day, but at night she’s a brilliant inventor of gizmos and gadgets
who dreams of becoming a great engineer. When her great-great-aunt Rose (Rosie the Riveter) comes for a visit and mentions her one
unﬁnished goal—to ﬂy—Rosie sets to work building a contraption to make her aunt’s dream come true. But when her contraption
doesn’t ﬂy but rather hovers for a moment and then crashes, Rosie deems the invention a failure. On the contrary, Aunt Rose insists
that Rosie’s contraption was a raging success: you can only truly fail, she explains, if you quit. From the powerhouse author-illustrator
team of Iggy Peck, Architect comes Rosie Revere, Engineer, another charming, witty picture book about believing in yourself and
pursuing your passion. Ada Twist, Scientist, the companion picture book featuring the next kid from Iggy Peck's class, is available in
September 2016.!--?xml:namespace preﬁx = o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:oﬃce:oﬃce" /-- Praise for Rosie Revere,
Engineer"Comically detailed mixed-media illustrations that keep the mood light and emphasize Rosie’s creativity at every
turn."—Publishers Weekly "The detritus of Rosie’s collections is fascinating, from broken dolls and stuﬀed animals to nails, tools,
pencils, old lamps and possibly an erector set. And cheddar-cheese spray." —Kirkus Reviews "This celebration of creativity and
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perseverance is told through rhyming text, which gives momentum and steady pacing to a story, consistent with the celebration of its
heroine, Rosie. She’s an imaginative thinker who hides her light under a bushel (well, really, the bed) after being laughed at for one of
her inventions." —Booklist Award 2013 Parents' Choice Award - GOLD 2014 Amelia Bloomer Project List ReadBoston's Best Read Aloud
Book

Stranger With My Face
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers Laurie Stratton ﬁnally has everything a sixteen-year-old could ever want. But just as her perfect
summer comes to a close, things start to unravel when her boyfriend insists he saw her out with another guy-when Laurie was really
home sick! More mysterious sightings convince Laurie someone very real is out there, watching her. . . . The truth reveals a long-lost
sister who has spent the years growing bitter and dangerous. She has learned how to haunt Laurie, but the visits soon become
perilous. She wants something from Laurie-her life!

Twin to Twin
Margaret K. McElderry Books Double born. Twice the blessing. Double kids. Twice the messing. Twins mean double the kisses and
double the fun. It's double the joy for everyone!

Creepy Cafetorium
From Epic Originals comes a collection of illustrated stories serving up spooky thrills and plenty of laughs. When the lunch bell rings at
Newville Elementary, you can bet that things are about to get WEIRD! Welcome to the Cafetorium! It's a cafeteria, a gymnasium, and
possibly a portal to a world where cube-shaped mashed potatoes are plotting against the almost-deﬁnitely-robotic lunch staﬀ. Join Liz
Dawson, Declan, Remy, and the rest of Newville Elementary as they learn that when you have plans in the Cafetorium, the Cafetorium
has plans for you, too! Each oﬀbeat tale focuses on a diﬀerent Newville Elementary student, giving readers a chance to walk in
another kid's slightly wacky shoes. Funny, unexpected twists in each story provide readers with subtle lessons about honesty,
consequences, self-acceptance, and more.
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Master of the Game
Harper Collins Kate Blackwell is the symbol of success—a beautiful woman who has parlayed her inheritance into an international
conglomerate. Now, celebrating her 90th birthday, Kate surveys the family she has manipulated, dominated, and loved: the fair and
the grotesque, the mad and the mild, the good and the evil—her winnings in life.

Are You Fur Real
Spellbound Cooper and Cruz Garcia are chasing a big, hairy beast in the mountains at Camp Nowhere. Is it really Bigfoot? Cooper and
Cruz are scared but they keep following him up the mountain. Will Bigfoot eat them? Or will they ﬁnd their missing bunkmate? Aligned
to Common Core standards and correlated to state standards. Spellbound is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO.

Montana Bride
Dell Publishing Company When Karl Norwood's mail order bride is killed on her way to meet him, Hetty Wentworth takes her place,
pretending to be the dead woman, but when Karl discovers her deception, she risks losing the man she has come to love.

Frankensteve
Steve wants to do a hip-hop routine in the big Shiverwood Academy talent show. But whenever he tries to pop and lock in public, he
trips over his own feet. Is it because he is an undead boy made of sewn together body parts? Or is the truth even scarier. Does Steve
have stage fright? Aligned to Common Core standards and correlated to state standards. Spellbound is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a
division of ABDO.

The Plot Chickens
Holiday House Henrietta loves to read. When she clucks buk, buk, buk at the library, the librarian knows exactly what to recommend.
Then Henrietta decides to write a book. With the help of her three aunties, she hatches a plot. But when Henrietta publishes her story,
the critics say she's laid an egg! Is this the end of Henrietta's career as an author?
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Half Sick of Shadows
Penguin "Laura Sebastian is the next Madeline Miller. . . . a ﬁerce, fresh, lyrical tale that will enthrall until the last page."--Kate Quinn,
New York Times bestselling author of The Huntress A Popsugar Best Summer Read of 2021 A Bibliolifestyle Most Anticipated Summer
2021 Sci-ﬁ and Fantasy Book "Magical, haunting, unique--I haven't been so excited about an Arthur book since I read The Once and
Future King ."--Tamora Pierce, #1 New York Times bestselling author The Lady of Shalott reclaims her story in this bold feminist
reimagining of the Arthurian myth from the New York Times bestselling author of Ash Princess. Everyone knows the legend. Of Arthur,
destined to be a king. Of the beautiful Guinevere, who will betray him with his most loyal knight, Lancelot. Of the bitter sorceress,
Morgana, who will turn against them all. But Elaine alone carries the burden of knowing what is to come--for Elaine of Shalott is cursed
to see the future. On the mystical isle of Avalon, Elaine runs free and learns of the ancient prophecies surrounding her and her friends-countless possibilities, almost all of them tragic. When their future comes to claim them, Elaine, Guinevere, Lancelot, and Morgana
accompany Arthur to take his throne in stiﬂing Camelot, where magic is outlawed, the rules of society chain them, and enemies are
everywhere. Yet the most dangerous threats may come from within their own circle. As visions are fulﬁlled and an inevitable fate
closes in, Elaine must decide how far she will go to change destiny--and what she is willing to sacriﬁce along the way.

Ravens Pass: Cheaters
Capstone Three friends cheat on a math test and get away with it -- until a strange substitute teacher starts asking questions.

Thin White Line
Good girl gone bad... Kenzie's picture perfect California life is turned upside down when her father leaves the family for another
woman. Within months, she goes from private school and posh beachside living to public school and a sub-par apartment in rainy
Washington. On her ﬁrst day at her new school, Kenzie is reunited with her cousin Brooke, a rebellious senior who sings in a popular
rock band with two of the sexiest men Kenzie has ever met. Kenzie is soon swept into a world of partying, concerts and tattooed bad
boy rockers. Just when she starts to feel like she ﬁnally belongs, a single night and a fateful decision changes everything.
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The Conquest
Julia Templeton

Mitch and Amy
Harper Collins Newbery Medal-winning author Beverly Cleary brings her classic warmth and humor to this story about sibling rivalry
and teamwork. Mitch and Amy both think being twins is fun, but that doesn't stop them from squabbling. Amy is good at reading.
Mitch is a math whiz. Amy likes to play pretend. Mitch would rather skateboard. They never want to watch the same television show.
And they always try to get the better of each other. Then the school bully starts picking on Mitch—and on Amy, too. Now the twins
have something rotten in common: Alan Hibbler. Can Mitch and Amy set aside their squabbles and band together to defeat a bully?
Second through fourth graders will enjoy reading about Mitch and Amy—and it's especially perfect for siblings and anyone dealing
with a bully at school.

The Extraordinary Education of Nicholas Benedict
Chicken House When nine-year-old Nicholas Benedict is sent to a new orphanage, he encounters vicious bullies, selﬁsh adults, strange
circumstances - and a mind-bending mystery. Luckily, he has one very important thing in his favour: he's a genius.

Mayﬂower Manners
Etiquette for Consenting Adults
Doubleday Oﬀers a guide to modern romantic and sexual etiquette--covering topics ranging from good manners in bed to how to ask
one's date if he or she has a sexually communicable disease
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Behavioral Finance: The Second Generation
CFA Institute Research Foundation Behavioral ﬁnance presented in this book is the second-generation of behavioral ﬁnance. The ﬁrst
generation, starting in the early 1980s, largely accepted standard ﬁnance’s notion of people’s wants as “rational” wants—restricted to
the utilitarian beneﬁts of high returns and low risk. That ﬁrst generation commonly described people as “irrational”—succumbing to
cognitive and emotional errors and misled on their way to their rational wants. The second generation describes people as normal. It
begins by acknowledging the full range of people’s normal wants and their beneﬁts—utilitarian, expressive, and
emotional—distinguishes normal wants from errors, and oﬀers guidance on using shortcuts and avoiding errors on the way to
satisfying normal wants. People’s normal wants include ﬁnancial security, nurturing children and families, gaining high social status,
and staying true to values. People’s normal wants, even more than their cognitive and emotional shortcuts and errors, underlie
answers to important questions of ﬁnance, including saving and spending, portfolio construction, asset pricing, and market eﬃciency.

The Darkness and the Deep
DI Marjory Fleming Book 2
Hachette UK The second book in the critically acclaimed DI Marjory Fleming series. 'Loved it. She has become the crime czar of the
Scottish small town!' Val McDermid 'In ﬁctional terms the combination of domesticity and detection is very appealing, especially when
it comes with a detailed, vivid portrayal of a complete society.' Literary Review The wreck of the Knockhaven lifeboat with the loss of
all three of its crew is a hard blow for the small Scottish town. But it's harder still when DS Tam MacNee discovers that it isn't simply a
tragic accident. Was it just the act of vandals, bored in a ﬁshing port stricken with unemployment? Could it be linked to the drugs
trade which has taken root in the locality? Or is there someone who, in their determination to kill one person, is callous enough to take
two innocent lives? And if so, who is the intended victim? As DI Marjory Fleming and her team investigate multiple murders, with a
whole community hungry for justice, the pressure - professional and personal - is on.
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The Black Lyon
Harper Collins A Classic Love Story of a Fearless Lordand the Woman Who Tamed Him Darkly handsome and rich beyond imagining,
the boldEnglish conqueror was called “the Black Lyon” for hislionlike ferocity. He had no match among enemies,or women . . . until he
met Lyonene, the green-eyedbeauty whose ﬁery spirit equaled his own. Through a whirlwind romance andstormy marriage, she
endured every perilto be by his side, until vicious lies andjealousy drove her into danger. Now only the ﬁerce Black Lyon cansave
her—for he alone has thecourage to destroy the ruthlessplot threatening to shatterthe bond of love theLyon and his ladyvowed would
neverbe broken . . .

Religion is Not about God
How Spiritual Traditions Nurture Our Biological Nature
and what to Expect when They Fail
Rutgers University Press In a study of religious and spiritual tradition, the author of Ayythia and By the Grace of Guile contends that
religion is a series of strategies to inﬂuence human nature so that people may think, feel, and act in ways that are good for them, both
individually and collectively.

The Little Woods
Random House Digital, Inc. Entering St. Bede's Academy halfway through her junior year, Cally Wood is thrust into the complex social
world of the upper echelon, but she is more interested in Iris, a girl whose recent disappearance is similar to that of Cally's own sister
ten years earlier.
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The Face in the Photo
Spellbound Ava's father is so proud to reopen Ursula's Funland. But when creepy incidents threaten to shut down the park, Ava is
determined to save the park for her dad. Will she be able to ﬁnd the ghost haunting the photo booth and convince it to leave? Aligned
to Common Core standards and correlated to state standards. Spellbound is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO.

There Was an Old Lady
Chronicle Books There was an old lady who swallowed a ﬂy...a bird...a cat...a dog...a snake...a cow...and a horse. Do you know what
happened to her? Of course you do! But with his distinct art style and a clever format, acclaimed graphic designer Jeremy Holmes has
given the universal rhyme a unique makeover that is clever, funny, and unexpected.
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